
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

HAZMAT – SHOE BOXES? 

It does not take a truck driver long to learn about freight that is classified as hazardous by the 

Department of Transportation.  Even if you never intended to pull any hazmat you still became aware of 

it during your initial CDL training period, and your conversations with those drivers who do haul it have 

provided you with a pretty good idea of what it is all about.  It seems to pay higher rates, but it also 

includes more driver responsibilities and liabilities. 

These additional responsibilities and liabilities exist for several reasons, but primarily to protect the 

public and the environment from the hazardous material that is being transported.  That’s why it’s call 

hazardous – it presents a threat to people and the environment.  Typical palletized hazmat loads include 

items such as paint or even lead/acid batteries.  Trucks carrying totes usually haul corrosives, while the 

bulk tankers will transport just about anything.  But shoe boxes have never been included as hazmat on 

anyone’s manifest, except for Harry’s. 

One evening last fall Harry was just beginning a week long route that would mark the first time he had 

driven to these cities and visited with these receivers.  He had some excitement about the trip and the 

cargo because it was a dedicated run that his company had been making for several years and it paid 

well.  The load was relatively light (primarily shoes) so he could maintain a good speed regardless of the 

hills and his fuel efficiency was also better than average.  And even though he had to tailgate the freight 

at each receiver’s store he did not mind because it was not that heavy.  Harry was a happy driver until 

he arrived at his first stop and opened his trailer doors.  His load had not been packed very well and it 

had shifted.  When he opened the door some boxes fell out.  Harry did what anyone would do – he 

jerked his head to the side to avoid the impact, but it got him anyway.  Not only did it get him, but it hit 

him with the corner of the box (yes, just an individual shoe box) and left a nice laceration on his 

forehead that bled down his face.  Worse than that, Harry herniated a disk in his neck when he jerked 

his head.  Who would have thought that shoe boxes could become hazardous freight?     

REAL LIFE LESSON 

There are three lessons to learn from Harry’s mishap.  First, a driver should always check the security of 

the load prior to departure.  This will prevent a long list of undesirable events.  Next, a driver should 

treat all loads with respect regardless of how small the boxes may be.  The corner of a shoe box falling 

from 8 feet can cause a severe injury.  Lastly, a driver should cautiously open the trailer doors EVERY 

TIME.  How else will you know if the freight has shifted? 


